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Abstract-A clear definition of an approximate parametrization of the curve of intersection of (n-l) 
implicit surfaces in R” is given. It is justified that marching methods yield such an approximation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the following problem: 
Given (n - 1) surfaces defined by g(z) = 0, where g : R” + Rn-‘, find a parametrization, 
X, forg-‘(0) = (2 : g(z) = 0}, the curue of intersection. 
Closed form solutions to the problem can be easily obtained only for special classes of algebraic 
surfaces, such as quadrics [l]. Even for slightly more general algebraic surfaces (e.g., two bicubic 
patches in R3), the problem is difficult due to the high degree of the intersection curve. Therefore, 
a numerical procedure is generally needed to obtain an approximation of X. This procedure 
requires the solution of the following three subproblems: (1) how do we determine one starting 
point on each of the connected components of g-i(O)? (2) g’ iven one starting point, IO, on g-‘(O), 
how should g-l(O; xc), the connected component of g-l(O) containing 20, be numerically traced? 
and, (3) if g-‘(O) is not a manifold, what should be done to tackle singularities, saddle points and 
other situations contributing to numerical instability? This paper addresses only problem 2, but 
carefully. The aim is to find an approximate parametrization, X, of g-‘(0; ~0). There is a large 
literature on this problem which is reviewed in [l]. Marching methods ([1,2]) use the differential- 
geometric properties of g-‘(0; xc), set up problem 2 as that of finding the solution to an ordinary 
differential equation (ODE), and employ a numerical method to solve the ODE and obtain an 
approximate parametrization. (In most papers the setting up of the ODE is transparent.) The 
literature does not contain a clear definition of an approximate parametrization. In this short 
paper we give such a definition and justify that, under reasonable conditions, the parametrization 
computed by a marching method meets the requirements of this definition. 
The following notations will be used in this paper. C1 denotes the class of continuously differ- 
entiable functions. It will be assumed that all functions considered in this paper belong to C’, and 
that all manifolds considered are differentiable. Given a set 0 c R*, int 0 and 80 will denote 
the interior and boundary of 0, respectively. If X : A + B, then R(X) = {X(a) : a E A}, is 
the range of X. < 2, y > is the inner product of 2 and y, and ]]z]] = ,/‘m. For 20 E R” and 
e > 0, B(zo,E) = {Z : I/z - zoll < E}. If G c R” and E > 0, B(G,&) = {Z : 11~ - zoll < E 
for some 20 E G}, the &-spherical extension of G. B[z~, E] and B[G, E] are the closures of B(Q, E) 
and B(G, E). For real numbers a 5 b, [a, b] = {z : a 5 z 2 b} and (a, b) = (2 : a < 2 < b}. 
2. CONCEPT OF APPROXIMATION 
For the purposes of conveniently defining an approximation and deriving some useful results, 
we restrict ourselves to the determination of the connected component of g-l (0; ~0) lying in a 
compact set 0 which contains xc on its boundary. Below, we say how this restriction can be 
removed. The following will be assumed: 
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ASSUMPTION Al. g-l(O) is a manifold. 
ASSUMPTION AZ. 0 is a compact, connected set with a non-empty interior, and dC3 is a compact 
manifold which contains 20 and cuts g-l(O) transversally. 
Our aim is to solve the following problem: 
PROBLEM P. Find a parametrization for G, the connected component of 0 n g-l(O) containing 
20. 
A parametrization of G is a C1 function, X : [0, S] -+ G such that the range of X is all of G. 
The following proposition gives a clear description of G. Its proof is straightforward and based 
on simple differential-geometric ideas. Hence, it is omitted. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. G is a one-dimensional manifold with boundary (a closed, connected and non 
self-intersecting curve). G has exactly two boundary points, of which one is x0 and the other is 
some xf E 80 with xCf # x0. 
Let us see how a problem without 0 can be tackled. A point yo E g-‘(O) is given, and the aim 
is to track g-‘(0; ~0). This problem can be handled by solving a sequence of problems of type P 
as follows. Let x0 = yo and ~0 = a tangent vector of g-‘(O) at x0 with ljvoll = 1. Choose some 
cy > 0 (large but finite), set c = x0 + ~~170 and 0 = B[c,cr]. Clearly, 0 is a compact, connected 
set with a non-empty interior and 6’0 is a compact manifold. Also, for almost all choices of cy, 
66 and g-l(O) will cut transversally. Hence, assumption AZ will hold generically. Now let A 
denote an algorithm that solves P. Using A track g-‘(0; ~0) from 20 until a point xf E 60 is 
reached. Let qj denote the tangent vector of g-l(O) at x:f which points outward from 0 and 
satisfies I[vjll = 1. Now reset 10 : = xj, ~0 : = 77~ and continue the same process. If g-l(O; yo) 
is not a closed loop, i.e., it is unbounded, then the process should be terminated at some stage. 
Also, in that case, it is important to return to yo and track the other side of g-l(O; ~0). 
Hereafter, therefore, we will concentrate on the solution of P only. We now give a precise 
definition of an approximation. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Given E > 0 we say J? : [0, s] + R” is an E-approximate parametrization of 
G if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) X(s) E int 0V s&(0,$; 
(ii) X(0) = ~0; 
(iii) Z(S) E a0 n g-‘(O); 
(iv) R(z) C B[G,E]; and 
(v) G c B[R(if),~l. 
The importance of conditions (i)-( ) iii are easy to see. Condition (iv) says that, to each point 
2 E R(X’) there corresponds a point x E G such that 11x - ?\I 5 E. Condition (v) says the same 
with R(X) and G interchanged. It is easy to give examples to show that the two conditions are 
independent. It is important to impose both these conditions especially when G is near to having 
self-intersections and E is not small. Condition (v) is usually difficult to satisfy, or even verify, 
when G is numerically tracked. The following result says that if E is chosen to be sufficiently 
small, 2 satisfies conditions (i)-(iv), and the easy-to-verify condition 
(v) x’(S) # x0 
holds, then the violation of (v) cannot be too big. Condition (V) plays an important role in 
showing this. Even if (i)-(iv) hold, the lack of (-) 11 v a ows the possibilities of x(.!?) = x0 and a 
severe violation of (v) . 
THEOREM 2.1. 3 E* > 0 with the followingproperty. For any& E (0, E*), if2 satisfies conditions 
(i)-(iv) and (~1, then G c B[R(%!), 5~1. 
The proof of this theorem, which is detailed though simple, is given in [3]. Since E* is not 
known, the theorem does not have direct practical value. However, it lends some theoretical 
confidence to a numerical procedure, A, which does not take into account condition (v). Suppose 
A can compute an X satisfying (i)-(iv) f or any given E > 0. Furthermore, suppose a tolerance, 
T, is specified and it is required to find a r-approximate parametrization of G. Then, it is a good 
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idea to set E = r/5 and use A to obtain an X satisfying (i)-(iv). If (v) is satisfied and 7 is small 
enough so that 7 < 5~*, then by Theorem 2.1, X is indeed a r-approximate parametrization of 
G. In the next section we will see how an X obtained by a marching method using local error 
control satisfies conditions (i)-(iv). 
3. MARCHING METHODS AND SATISFACTION OF CONDITIONS (I)-@‘) 
Let us denote g-l(O; ~0) as a directed curve. A marching method sequentially generates a set 
of “forward-moving” points, {Zk}r’&’ along g-l(O;zc), starting with ie = 20. A basic step is 
as follows. Suppose the method has progressed upto Zk E g-l(O;ze) and that an associated 
interpolant, X : [O,sk] + R” satisfying condition (iv) over [O,sk] has also been computed. Let 
X(.; zk, Sk) denote the unique arclength parameterization of g-‘(0; xc) satisfying X(sk; ik, s,) = 
2.k. X( .; if?!, , Sk) is the solution of an underlying ODE. Later, we describe two ways of setting up 
the ODE. Using numerical ODE solution ideas, an integration step is taken from Sk to some 
Sk+1 > Sk, and a C1 interpolant, X : [Sk,Sk+l] -+ R” that satisfies X(sk) = zk, 
zk+l ' z(Sk+l) E g-1(o;XO), (1) 
and 
11X(s) - X(S;ik,Sk)(( 5 &vS E [sk,sk+l] (2) 
is computed. This is referred to as ‘local error-control’ in the ODE literature. Since X(s; ?k, Sk) E 
g-‘(0;zo) Vs, (2) Pl im ies that the X, now extended to [O,sk+r], also satisfies condition (iv). 
Therefore, by induction, the X produced by a marching method satisfies condition (iv). Condition 
(ii) holds because a marching method begins from 20. 
Conditions (i) and ( iii are easily satisfied by representing dc) by a nonlinear equation and ) 
including a root finder to check whether X crosses 80 at some s. The ideas of [4] can be used. 
Once X crosses 80, marching is stopped and X is modified over the last integration step, say 
[SN-1, SN] so that the modified X hits dU exactly at sN and satisfies X(sN) E g-‘(0; ze). This 
modification is easy to do. 
We now describe two ways of setting up the ODE and show how an X satisfying (1) and (2) 
is obtained. We will call the two ways as: (a) full integration; and (b) minimal integration. Take 
full integration first. Here we work with all the n variables. For 2 E g-l(O;te), define F(t) to 
be the unique vector of unit length which is tangent to g-l(O; ze) at z in the direction of forward 
movement of the curve. F(z) can be accurately computed by doing an SVD of the (n - 1) x n 
jacobian matrix of g at x. See [2] for details. Then, X( .; zk, Sk) is the solution of the ODE, 
dx 
- = F(x), t(sk) = Sk. 
ds 
Using any of the well-developed numerical methods for solving an ODE, it is easy to take an 
integration step from Sk to some Sk+1 and find an associated interpolant, 2, that satisfies (2). 
But the condition (1) is special to our problem and a correction step should be included to enforce 
it. Let 2 = z(Sk+r). If 4 @ g-r(O; X0), set Sk+1 equal to the point of g-l(O;xO) closest to i. 
This closest point can be numerically obtained easily using special Newton iterations with 2 as 
the starting iterate. It is also easy to give a simple theory [5] to show how zk+r can be made 
to satisfy the error criterion. After sk.+r is obtained, X is modified to interpolate through Z&i 
while avoiding violation of (2). Bajaj, et al. 121 use similar correction ideas without an associated 
theory. 
In minimal integration we solve, at Sk, a local ODE involving a single dependent variable. Let 
T = F(zk); and U be an n x (n - 1) matrix such that [T I U] is an orthogonal matrix. Let 
t E R denote the movement along the tangential direction at zk. At zk, g-l(O; xe) can be locally 
parametrized as 
z(t) = 21, + Tt + u%(t), (4 
where, given t, z(t) is the unique solution (nearest to L = 0) of 
AHI. 5:1-D 
g(g, +Tt +u%(t)) = 0. (5) 
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From (4) we get 
< T, z(t) - 2.h >=t. 
Differentiating (6) with respect to s and using (3) we have 
dt 
z =< T, F(z(t) >A p(t). 
(6) 
Let t(.) denote the solution of (7) with initial condition, t(.sk) = 0. Then, locally around Sk, 
x(s;&,sk) = Z(t(S)). A n integration method is used to take a step from sk to Sk+1 and obtain 
an interpolant 2(.) so that the associated z(.) defined by x(s) = x(;(s)) satisfies (2). Note 
that, by (4) and (5), (1) is automatically satisfied. There are some important subproblems that 
need to be addressed while solving (7) numerically. They are: (a) choosing of error tolerances 
for t; (b) solving (5) for z(t); and (c) obtaining a direct interpolant, 2 that satisfies (2). These 
subproblems are considered in some detail in [4]. 
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